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SportsMan Price Changes

Facility Season Dates

Peak Software Systems is dedicated to producing quality software solutions at affordable prices. When compared to other niche software packages, our SportsMan and
SportsMan SQL products are a great value. SportsMan Legacy has been around for a
long time and it has been years since there has been any change in price. In addition,
we have released SportsMan SQL and there has only been one price increase since its
release, but we continue to add new features and enhancements regularly to make sure
that you are getting the most out of it.

Now you can add an availability date range
to a facility to make it seasonal. You will find
the new option at the bottom of the facility
definition window. Go to Define > Facilities/Parks and select the facility you wish to
modify. Click on Edit Selected Facility/Park
to view the facility definition screen.

With ever-increasing operating costs, it is occasionally necessary to increase prices.
We are committed to keeping those increases to a meager 5% and to notifying our
customers six months in advance of any increases.
It is necessary to increase the maintenance pricing for SportsMan and SportsMan SQL.
In addition to the increase, we have decided to give customers who choose a twelve
month maintenance contract a price break over choosing a six month contract.
The price of SportsMan Legacy will increase to be the same as SportsMan SQL due
to the cost of supporting a product with a declining user base. This stands as a statement of our continued commitment to our faithful customers, contrasting the typical
policy of software vendors to discontinue support for products that have been deemed
“end-of-life.”

At the bottom of the screen in the Scheduling Restrictions section, select Season: Only
and enter in start and end availability dates.
Now, that facility will only be available for
reservation within that date range, but will
be available for viewing all year round.

The new pricing will be as follows:

Financial Export Option

Module

6 Month Maintenance

12 Month Maintenance

Core

$399

$789

Internet

$269

$529

Login *

$119

$219

Membership

$269

$529

Point of Sale

$269

$529

Inventory *

$269

$529

Attendance *

$269

$529

Additional Seats (each) *

$59

$109

OnGuard Backup

$199

$379

* – Applies only to SportsMan SQL since SportsMan Legacy does not offer this module or option.
The new pricing changes will take effect for renewals after January 1st, 2012. Peak
Software would like to thank you for your support and understanding. We are committed to making SportsMan SQL the best value in the industry and these changes
enable us to ensure that happens. If you have any questions, please let us know.
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SportsMan SQL now supports exporting
financial data for use with external financial applications. For a nominal one time
fee of $500, you can enable this functionality which will allow you to customize a
delimited text file with various financial information for import into your accounting
software.
The one time fee covers the setup and training on the export as well as any modifications or adjustments that need to be done
in order to work with your accounting software.
The great thing about the financial export
is that we have integrated it into a step of
financial processing that you are already
doing. Once you’ve specified how you want
the output of the data, you simply create
the export file when you do your deposit
batches in SportsMan SQL.
Make sure your accounting software has an
import option and give us a call if you are
interested in this new functionality.

